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Activities
Club
Monday groupride at 18.00
Wednesday groupride at 15.00

The new board
A new wind is blowing in our
association, as the new board has been
installed. Hereby we introduce the 8th
board of W.S.W.V. Hellingproof:
- Jetze van Heelsum
- Talis Bosma
- Ingmar Dolfing
- Sjoerd Polder
- Vera Putker
Read more about us on page 8

Spinning class
Every Wednesday 17.15- 18.15
and 19.30- 20.30

SCB de Bongerd – powered by HP
Mountainbike training
Every Thursday 14.30-16.30

Other activities

MTB training group app

Thursday 17th December:

A WhatsApp group with all participants of
the MTB trainings is made to create a stable
and active MTB group. Join via
https://chat.whatsapp.com/DQFf62NtL2t7
Wou8SIQZ5a

Monday 21st December:

AXI – SinterKerst event

Longest ride @ Shortest day
CHALLENGE

Ongoing
MeisCie photo calendar

New mountainbike
It actually happened! We ordered our
super shiny new mountainbike! This
Canyon – The Grand Canyon 5 – weights
only 14.13 kg and thanks to its balanced
geometry and thoughtful component
selection, this blue monster makes getting
into mountain biking easier than ever.
Complete with a suspension fork and disc
brakes, you’ll be out of the city and
exploring new trails with confidence! No
excuses anymore to not try out one of our
mountainbike trainings on Thursdays! We
expect the delivery in January

Committees are looking
for new members
There is hope on the horizon, the upcoming
months seem to be the final months that we will
live in a world full of restrictions due to the
pandemic. Thus the time has come that we can
start

dreaming

about

new

and

more

wielrenners.wageningen@gmail.com

Hellingproof events like races, holidays by bike
and drinks! As much as we -the boardwould’ve wanted to be a full-time Hellingprof,

WSWV Hellingproof

we do not have the time to organise all of these
events alone. Therefore our committees are
looking for new members! Read more about the
committees in this newsletter!

CLoth

www.wswv-hellingproof.nl
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Throwback on previous events
The Hellingproof Halloween Hike
A few weeks ago, the AXI organized the first ever
Hellingproof Halloween Hike! Due to “some”
regulations, the Hellingprofs were sent into the dark
forest in couples. They all received a small light and
started their adventurous walk. We made sure to
count everyone at the start, and luckily we did not
lost someone somewhere in a deep hole in the dark
forest.

Normally that wouldn’t be a problem, but a ghost
with some similarities with Onno freaked out
everyone who passed. The screaming of the scared
Hellingprofs could be heard from a far distance.
After having survived all spooky persons in the
forest, the last stop was at the lighted tree houses
where the participants would hear the last
screaming of the evening, and the last part of the
story about the mysterious night adventurous of
Talis. It turned out he had some trouble with the
Hellingproof dwarf, who sabotaged his bike and
poisoned poor Talis. After a psychedelic trip he
ended up in the tree houses in the dark forest,
disoriented and helpless…..The AXI would like to
thank all voluntary freelance ghost and storytellers
who made this evening happen, and of course all
brave participants!

All brave participants followed a beautiful path
decorated with lights. At first, they found Vera,
hidden in her small treehouse. The already
frightened Hellingprofs listened to the start of the
story about the mysterious disappearance of
Hellingprof Talis. Throughout the route, the
participants heard bits and pieces of the story. Next
storyteller was Jetze. He jumped out of a hollow tree
with a crank in his hands and told his story with a
lot of feeling for drama. After the story of Bas, with
his big chair, the participants had to bridge an open
field in the dark.

New email address

New bidons

Many things change these days, nothing

NEWNEWNEW. Damn, so many new

is fixed and forever. With the board

things. You would almost say that the

change also our email address has been

theme of this newletter is “New”. And

changed. From now on you can reach us

that wihtin the final month of the year.

on a WUR domained mail:

But yes, we also have new bidons, now

wswvhellingproof@wur.nl

available in two sizes: 500mL and 750mL

So from now on if you would like to tell
us a nice story, ask a question or just
would like to load off your mind, to
contact us via this mail address. By the
way; soon committees will get their own
email addresses as well!

for the thirsty riders amongst us or for
the ones that are planning to make
extremely long rides. Could come in
handy for the longest ride on the shortest
day CHALLENGE for example! More
info on that below!

Throwback on previous events
Free Bicycle APK

General Members Meeting

Together
with
our
new
partner
the
Racefietsfluisteraar we organised a free bicycle
APK (General Periodic Check) in November . With
this bicycle APK our Hellingprofs could subscribe
fror a timeslot of 15 minutes, which was like some
sort of dentist appointment for your bike. Bike
mechanic Pieter checked the essential elements of
your racebike to make sure you’re save on the road
during winter.

On October 27th the first online General Members
Meeting was held. To be honest, it was a bit chaotic,
but we were very pleased to see that so many
Hellingprofs supported us online. Normally we
would’ve had our GMM in Loburg with in one hand
the agenda and in the other one of Loburg finest
beers, but this year we had to do it with an ordinary
pils and our headphones on.

ONE OF THE MAJOR POINTS ON
THE AGENDA WERE THE RIGHTS
AND

REGULATIONS

FOR

MEMBERS AND CONTRIBUTORS.

We had 32 time slots available on Monday and
Wednesday afternoon and Tuesday and Thursday
evening and all of them were filled wihtin no-time!
It turned out the be a great success for all parties and
thus we already agreed upon organising something
similar in spring again. So if you missed it this
winter, no worries.
However, if your bike cannot wait untill spring you
can always make an appointment with Pieter and
he’ll fix anything. His address is at:

Rouwenhofstraat 9, Wageningen
 pieter@racefietsfluisteraar.nl
 06-21460931

As our association has grown a lot, it is inevitable
that we need to structure things a bit. For example,
we have been more strict recently on buying student
sport rights at SCB the Bongerd as some of you
might already have noticed.
Currently we are working on making these kind of
things more clear for everybody. If you are a
student, and you’ve bought student sport rights for
a full year at the Bongerd, then life is quite simple:
you can become a full member of WSWV
Hellingproof and have the right to join each activity,
committee and group. However, when you
graduate, started a job at WUR, or when you are in
another city or abroad for an internship for example,
then there appears a whole spider web of
regulations from the Bongerd: Which sports rights
you can buy, which activities you are allowed to join
within an association, whether you are allowed to
become a member.. For us this is very inconvenient,
however for you as a member it can be a complete
chaos. If you feel anything is unclear about your
sports rights, or whether you are a donor or member
from Hellingproof, do not hesitate to contact us!
Vera is the one who is taking over this project from
Anna (Anna is now retired from the board), so
address your mail to her and we can sort it out
together.

Life from the gutter (gu’ah)
– An insight in the adventures of the amateur team
About COVID

Average number of bikes
owned per person

On October 30th a rather curious message popped
up on the Hellingprofs WhatsApp group. A picture
of a bike with a cut of and very impotent derailleur:
“This is why I hate October

3

”. Soon after,

similar pictures, similar captions and experiences

Less

followed on the chat or on Strava (Albeit that most
of them are from November) making crashing and
breaking your derailleur a serious issue among
some of us. Crashing during the autumn months
clearly is the seasons way of saying that the days of
grippy roads are behind us and it says so in a rather
high five to the face kind of way.

Many

Amateur team

Figure 2:
person

Broken derailleurs in 2020

Rest of Hellingproof

The average number of bikes owned per

for

Amateur

team

members

and

other

Hellingproof members

form such a advisory organ is presented in figures
1, 2 and 3.
Data

were

obtained

from

the

Hellingproof

WhatsApp group and Strava, where every COVID
notification or mention was counted as one. COVID
incidents posted both from Strava and the
None

WhatsApp
Amateur team

Rest of Hellingproof

Figure 1: Cut Off and Very Impotent Derailleurs
(COVID) incidents among members of the Amateur
team compared to other Hellingproof members. Y-axis
ranges from “None” to “Many”.

group

were

checked

for

double

counting. Furthermore we added up (by hand!) all
kilometres cycled in autumn by Amateur team
members and other Hellingproof members based on
Strava rides. We didn’t count the kilometres ridden
that were not on Strava since when something is not
on Strava it did not happen. Lastly we counted all
the bikes owned by Amateur team members and

As such an incident has not happened to a member

other Hellingproof members in our spare time at

of the Amateur team we thought it would be our

night.

responsibility to educate others about the risks of
Cut Off and Very Impotent Derailleurs (COVID)

From figure 1 it is evident that COVID incidents

and how to prevent the further spread of COVID

happen infinitely more often among Hellingproof

incidents. The credibility for the Amateur team to

members than among members of the Amateur
team. Amateur members tend to own 3 bikes per

Kilometres cycled in autumn
2020

ADVISED COVID MEASURES
BY THE AMATEUR TEAM

Tjalle
• Cycle on big open roads
Big open roads tend to have few leaves
Not Tjalle

on them and
quickly dry due to more wind exposure
making them less slippery
•
Amateur team

Rest of Hellingproof

Invest in big, 4-season tyres
A bigger contact patch and more tyre

Figure 3: kilometres cycled by the Amateur team and

profile equals more grip in wet

other Hellingproof members.

conditions

person and other Hellingproof members tended to

•

Crash on your left

own less bikes per person. Lastly, the kilometres

Derailleurs are mounted on the right

cycled by the Amateur team were predominantly

side of your bike, crashing on your left

Tjalle compared to non-Tjalle kilometres for the

side will protect your derailleur from

other Hellingproof members.

impact

Now that we convinced you of our credible status

•

Ride in small groups

we took it upon ourselves to discuss with the

This way if one group member crashes

RIVM and OMT what measures need to be taken

he/she will not take down so many

to prevent further spread of COVID incidents. The

group members, keeping distance from

advice of RIVM and the OMT were neglected since

your group members will also help

they did not seem to know what COVID actually
was. Therefore the following measures are advised

•

Can’t brake what you don’t have

by just the Amateur team members.
We hope all Hellingproof members we take our

•

Wear face protection
Don’t know if this will help, but it won’t

advise to heart and we hope that we can leave

do you worse for sure

COVID forever behind us.
Yours sincerely,

Ride fixed gear or single speed

•

Cycle offroad
Crashing seems more comfortable

The Amateur team

offroad than onroad, maybe your
derailleur is fooled by this as well
•

Stay in bed
Can’t crash if you are already laying
down

Bergafwaards

AXI
It is a well known

The AXI makes action. As activity committee of

saying in the Dutch

Hellingproof we organize activities during the

cycling

Life

whole year. In a normal year, these would be

ending

activities like a barbecue, a members weekend in a

your membership at

scouting home in Brabant and visiting a cyclocross,

Hellingproof.

a long training weekend in hilly surroundings

However, now there

abroad, a real Heel Hellingproof Bakt baking

Bergafwaards even has a logo,

is a glips of hope on

contest, an introduction weekend for new members,

inspired on the Hellingproof logo

the

horizon.

activities around the Ronde van Vlaanderen, drinks

alumni

etc. Nowadays we have to improvise a bit more, but

association of Hellingproof. Bergafwaards is an

we did activities like a Halloween Hike and online

initiative of former members Linda Klein and Ruben

quizzes.

ends

Because

Bergafwaards

is

scene:
after

there,

the

de Vries and is meant to still meet former
Hellingprofs for a ride or drink.
Currentlly there is a Whatsappgroup with 18 former
members. Sometimes they organize a bikeride
together, or watch cycling together and play Scorito
pools. In spring they all watched Omloop Het
Nieuwsblad together after a groupride.
In the future Bergafwaards maybe wants to
organize cyclingweekends or trips abroad together.
They even have plans for a “retro” version of the
Hellingproof kit.

The AXI (Jelmer, Talis, Toon, Els, Bas, Tjalle)

So, if you like to gain experience with organizing
Are

you

considering

your

activities, or want to learn more about Hellingproof

membership and still want to be in contact with

from inside out, the AXI is the perfect place for you.

fellow

We are currently looking for some new enthusiastic

former

about

Hellingprofs?

ending
Then

contact

Bergafwaards via bergafwaarts@outlook.com

members to help us out with thinking out of the box
and taking the initiative.

Vacancy cyclist + webdeveloper
Cycling platform pedalpact.cc is looking for a new front-end
webdeveloper (co-founder, space for learning), who will contribute to
launch the platform. The web application is based on Angular JS frontend, a Java back-end and a REST API.
You will work together with:

Rob Gansevles (co-founder & back-end developer
Daan Walet (founder & business development
Are you interested or do you have questions or tips for us?
 daan@pedalpact.cc
 +31629407282
 https://pedalpact.cc/front-end-developer-co-founder-gezocht/

MeisCie babbles
encountered when shopping for those warm

Have you always been curious about the discussions

clothes.

of the MeisCie? Or curious about what topics

considered the following problem, but all those with

cycling girls address? Or did you lose you insider

long hair know the struggle of shopping for caps for

information (since our beloved member Troela

under the helmet. Having a ‘normal’ cap, impairs us

stepped out of the group chat). Well, we are planning

of wearing our hair in the beloved ponytail. We are

to give you every newsletter a sneak peak of the way

happy and amazed that some brands have special

of thinking of cycling girls/the MeisCie.

caps or hairbands in which an opening for the

Probably

most

of

you

have never

ponytail has been made. Still, most caps/hairbands
Probably all of you have noticed that the weather is

do not offer the option of an opening in the cap. So

getting colder. Not everyone can handle the cold as

therefore, we would show you some of our favorite

easy as others. Did you know that it is scientifically

caps/hairbands. So maybe you can use these tips to

proven that women are more sensitive to the cold?

buy the perfect ‘Sinterklaas’ or Christmas gift for

So when we are complaining about the cold, it is not

your female friend or girlfriend?

that we are posers, it is just physiological.
With the current temperatures, the question which

Lots of giggles,

currently arises is not ‘short-short’ or ‘long-long’,

De MeisCie

but we

3

are asking each other about experiences with certain
gloves, feed warmers, and caps. Problems are

2
1

1. With the Castelli PRO Therman Headband our heads will not only remain warm under the helmet
during the cold winter days, but it is a style icon as well! Moreover, the pink colour represents our
commission perfectly. Seamless and stretchy, ánd an opening for a ponytail, an absolute must-haver! 2. If
you’re more sensitive to cold and prefer to have your full head covered with a thermo layer the MeisCie
advises the BBB Thermal BBW-299 helmet hat. Just a little lengthened at the back so our necks do not
need to suffer from the cold ánd of course the opening to show our shiny locks of hair. 3. The GribGrab
Women’s Skull Cap is the only product in this series that comes in sizes. So especially for some
extraordinary sized heads (in either sides of the spectrum) this might be your new bestie in the upcoming
winter!

A word from the (new) board
Well, so here we are. Three brand new board
members and two a bit less brand new board
members have started our period on October 27th.
With Ehlana’s final stroke of the hammer cq cranck,
she discharged herself and the rest of the 7th board
of Helingproof to make room for some fresh blood.
Before I am going to bore you with our ambitions
and plans, I would like to spend a few words on a
big thank you to the previous board. When you
enter a year of voluntary work for an association it
seems so romantic with loads of successful
activities, making the association great (again). We
all know what happened last year, and thus the year
that supposed to be a sparkling year for them, ended
up in restriction after restriction. Activities got
cancelled, whole weekends of cycling events which
took months of preparation were thrown into the
bin.

All of their effort was awarded with a major inflow
of new members in September as cycling became
massively popular during Covid-times. With more
than 40 members present on a training,
Hellingproof had never been this great. So after a
full year of flexibility, adaptation and plasticity their
final months weren’t so quite as they might’ve
imagined. Instead they were forced into an epic final
sprint, feeling the acidification in their legs but they
kept pushing the pedals until the very end.
Dear Ehlana, Anna, Levien, Talis and Jetze, thank
you for all your time, energy, work, fruitful
discussions and enthusiasm you’ve put into this
association. The final months with the inflow of so
many new members was obviously the lift you had
been waiting for since February and because of that
you’ve started many new projects such as going
over the rights and restrictions for members versus
donors. Moreover, you’ve been working out many
great ideas such as how we could have better
contact with the Bongerd for funding more trainings
and how social media could help the association in
building up partnerships. Know that it was not for
nothing as we will continue what you’ve started.
You would almost become sentimental when
reading this, at least I am. But we had not to say
goodbye to the full 7th board as Talis and Jetze
decided to have more than enough ideas and
enthusiasm for another Hellingproof board year!
Real diehards, those two, don’t you think? Together
with Ingmar, Sjoerd and me, Vera, we form the new
squad.

The 7th board of Hellingproof, walking to their retirement.
From left to right: Levien, Anna, Ehlana, Talis, Jetze.

With no prospect when things could go back to
normal again naturally one can imagine that
sometimes it was hard to maintain the moral and
stay positive. Nevertheless, they were there and
tried to make the best out of it. They kept us up to
date of the new restrictions and when these
restrictions were bended. They came up with
solutions so we could still enjoy our trainings
although in a different format.

With the experience from last
year, Jetze is our new
chairman/ Headset (balhoofd
in Dutch). He is not only our
chairman, but probably also
the fastest rider among us as
Jetze competes in many courses with his KNWU
licence. So yes, he is a fanatic cyclist, not only on the
road but also in cyclocross. Although he is a skilled
rider himself he wants Hellingproof to be a place
where as many people as possible can

A word from the (new) board
...continued
experience the fun cycling brings with it! The rest
of us couldn’t agree more and thus our vision for
the upcoming year is to become this big social hub
where cycling students from Wageningen can join
no matter how skilled they are and enjoy cycling
together.
Talis has taken over Anna’s
role and is from October
onwards our new Secretary.
Also Talis is not only to be
found on the road with his
bike, he is also an enthusiast
mountainbiker. When you see him on his brand new
mountainbike, make sure you compliment him
about the colour!
Then, the three newbies in the
board: Ingmar, Sjoerd an
myself. Ingmar is our new
Master of Coin and already
spend loads of money by
ordering the new Hellingproof
mountainbike. He is profound to be a very
progressive treasurer as he believes in more
financial
independence
for
committees!
Furthermore Ingmar will dedicate himself to redesign our website. So keep an eye on our website!
Sjoerd is our new Commissioner
of Internal affairs, which might
be a bit of a vague expression for
you, readers. So these are the
things you can contact Sjoerd
about: When you want to borrow
the MTB; when you order new HP kit; when you
want to borrow airo bars; when you are a member
of a committee and would like to ask a question
about anything else than your financial
independence (because that’s where Ingmar is for);
when you want to become a road captain; when you
are a road captain and have any questions about
that.

Impressive list of duties, Sjoerd! What else do we
need to know about Sjoerd? Ah, of course. Sjoerd
already integrated well within the association as he
adds the name “Sjorre” to the list that already
includes: Hagrid, Sobin, Bahlana, Jorelle and Vart.
I will also introduce myself:
Vera. I am a fabulous, goodlooking-- ahem.. I mean: It’s up
to me to represent the female
gender in the current board
which I think is not a job to be
underestimated as more and more women are
joining Hellingproof. I am the Commissioner of
External Affairs, so it’s me who is behind all the
media that Hellingproof releases. Messages on
Whatsapp, Facebook and Instagram will come
mostly from my hand and thus this also includes the
newsletter. Furthermore I am working together
with the committee of partnerships (the
sponsorcommissie) to make our social media a
sparkling platform that hopefully will not only lead
to a better communication towards you, dear
members, but that will also attract partnerships.
So I already shed some light on our ambitions for
the upcoming year. One of our major projects at the
moment is the increase of the amount of members
who are joining the trainings. We are in negotiation
with the Bongerd and several other parties, trying to
increase the amount of trainings a week so more
members can join. Furthermore we will focus on
more clarity on the sports rights and restrictions
matter and our dream is to eternalise everything of
importance of Hellingproof, by documenting and
structuring the association’s administration.
If you’d like to get to know us better; join the
Hellingproof activities, send us an email, or ask us
to join a ride! We hope to see you soon in real live,
we are absolutely looking forward to the upcoming
year, full of hope.
On behalf of the 8th board,
Vera

Wintertrainings

New HP clothing arrives soon!

The official trainings are already finished for a
while, but Hellingproof still offers some
alternatives. The group size for the off-season rides
and mountainbike training is decreased to four
riders due to the new covid-19 restrictions. It is
however still possible to ride with a few groups of
four if distance between groups is guaranteed.

During writing this newsletter, a message from
BioRacer arrived that your new Hellingproof kit
will be delivered on Tuesday December 8th!

Spinning training
These indoor trainings take place in the Bongerd
will start at Wednesday 28 October and will be held
from 17.15 till 18.15 with trainer Henri Veroude.
Hellingproof managed to get a second timeslot from
19.30- 20.30 on the same day. This hour will be a
virtual lesson or a guest lesson by a Hellingprof.
Both timeslot are exclusively for Hellingproof
members. We can host 13 people per timeslot.
Subscription
goes
via
:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OeHVtdR
4h5i7DYMyI3_hgqsNYw8ChrxL4jA0SKzEkKo/edit
?usp=sharing
Don’t forget to bring a towel and enough water.
Off-season group rides
Every Monday at 18.00 and Wednesday at 15.00 we
offer the possibility to do a tour together during
training times. Everyone can put their name on this
list:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1I_uAQtJD
NufzUEuBCpJEItn9tdnzhBYAgNWUxc9jzc/edit?usp=sharin
g Departure will be from the parking lot at The
Bongerd. Take your lights with you.
MTB training
The mountainbike training with trainer Casper will
continue during winter from 14.30- 16.30 on
Thursday. Subscription goes via:
https://sporthalreservering.mendixcloud.com/inde
x.html
Participation is also possible on a cyclocross bike if
you have some technical skills.

Above you see a first image of the new Hellingproof
kit that has been ordered. The basic design
remained the same but the new cloting sponsors
Racefietsfluisteraar Ten Kortenaar and Jungerius
Flowers are added.
In the upcoming two weeks, our new Commissioner
of Internal Affairs, Sjoerd, will sort out all your
orders so you can pick up your new kit after the
exams and ride and shine in your new Hellingproof
clothings!

